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Chumash 

 Reading Champ!

Focusing on Fluency 

Introducing Torah Text 
Fluency Aim: 1 5-20 words a minute 



ALEFH-EELT 

Chumash Reading Champ! 

qnt'C.odu.ctlon 

The Chumash Level focuses on FLUENCY. 

In addition, this level can serve to introduce students to the 

concept of the Chumash and for students to see that their Hebrew 

Reading has meaning. 

Each teacher can decide how much time to spend on the 'extra's' 

that this level offers. 

But, please don't lose track of the focus of this level - FLUENCY -

15-20 words a minute!

This booklet contains some paragraphs and verses from the Torah. 

PLEASE TREAT THIS BOOKLET WITH DUE RESPECT. 
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ALEFH-EELT 

Chumash- Reading Champ! 

qnt'C.odu.c.to"IJ. c:J(ote� fo1e. ifeaclte'C.� and �tu.dent�.
(Students can add their own notes here too) 

1. What is written in a Torah Scroll?

2. Who wrote the i1iiri?

3. What does the word W�in mean?

4. Introduce the terms; Chapter P7.� 
Verse p,o� 
Torah Portion - i1tuis 

T : -

5. Students should be able to find appropriate Chapters/Verses throughout the level.

(N = 1, � = 2, J = 3 etc)

6. There is much more to the i17."ir, that is not found in a Torah Scroll. Explain.

7. The Trap - is included in this level so that students should be familiar seeing it.
It is NOT a vowel.

8. The �·s and o's that appear in a ru�,n appear on this level too. They represent spaces in

the Torah scroll.

9. Certain verses may be missing in paragraphs throught this level.

This is symbolized by ...... . 

10. Words that are repeated frequently can be translated/explained.

Don't forget to READ the Torah paragraphs in this level to work on your fluency!
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Aim= 15-20 words a minute! 
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